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Bridges and Balloons is a blog about family life and travel to
special places. We specialise in finding unique and interesting
places to stay and visit around the world. Words that epitomise
our style are: cosy, creative, independent, hipster, bohemian, and
characterful. We like places that have a story behind them and
we prioritise the experience over the price, featuring both
budget and luxury styles. We put these finds into detailed
itineraries, inspiring photo stories, best-of collections, and in a
dedicated Special Stays series. And we also share personal
stories from along the way, offering a window into our lives.

about the
blogger

Victoria is a writer, blogger and editor. Before starting to blog,
she worked as a journalist and then moved into copywriting and
editing. Alongside blogging, Victoria continues to freelance as a
journalist, copywriter and editor. She travels with her husband
Steve (who takes the photos) and their son Otis Leif.
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victoria@bridgesandballoons.com • @bridgesandballoons

what people say about us
"Beautiful and original storytelling that inspires
your soul, Bridges and Balloons remains one of
Britain’s most unique and gifted travel blogs." —
Kash, Blogger Outreach Specialist
"This is by far the most useful itinerary I've found
for Japan. We're copying your trip exactly!" — Jo
"You can rely on Victoria and Steve to produce
original, inspiring content that really captures
the essence of a place" – Maria, Expedia
"There's so much depth, emotion and curiosity. I
came for the travel tips and stayed because I
enjoy following your life journey." – Jenna

people we've worked with
People we've worked with

audience details

UK: 30 %
USA: 20%

Female: 60%
Male: 40%

25-34: 48%
35-44: 21%
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